Boavista
Porto goes 21st century with cutting-edge architecture in Boavista, where the avenue of the same name leads to the crashing Atlantic.

Miragaia
History seeps through this alley-woven district, with stellar museums, low-key streets bubbling with local life and a rich Jewish heritage.

Ribeira
Crowned by a hefty cathedral and lined with shops, bars and restaurants that spill picturesquely down to the Rio Douro.

Foz do Douro & Around
This seafront neighbourhood has its own appeal, with gardens, parks and esplanades for strolling, a string of beaches, a lighthouse and a castle emphasising big Atlantic views.

Massarelos
Sidestep the tourist trail in this offbeat neighbourhood, with botanical gardens, a sprinkling of sights and family-run restaurants.

Aliados & Bolhão
Go back in time at old-school grocers and market halls, then ramp up the urban-cool factor at happening boutiques and bars.

Vila Nova de Gaia
Teasing glimpses of the river and port-wine tastings are yours for the savouring in this neighbourhood.